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This document contains licenses and notices for open source software used in this product.

With respect to the free/open source software listed in this document, if you have any

questions or wish to receive a copy of any source code to which you may be entitled under

the applicable free/open source license(s) (such as the GNU Lesser/General Public License),

please contact us at external-opensource-requests@cisco.com.

 

In your requests please include the following reference number 78EE117C99-1117194470
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     1.2.1 Available under license 

 

1.1 dnsmasq 2.80 

 

1.2 ipt-route 1.12 
1.2.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Header file for iptables ipt_ROUTE target

*

* (C) 2002 by Cédric de Launois <delaunois@info.ucl.ac.be>

*

* This software is distributed under GNU GPL v2, 1991

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1084403607_1605595180.69/0/ipt-route-1-tar/ipt_route/kernel/ipt_ROUTE.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* This implements the ROUTE target, which enables you to setup unusual

* routes not supported by the standard kernel routing table.

*

* Copyright (C) 2002 Cedric de Launois <delaunois@info.ucl.ac.be>

* Fixed to compile with kernels >=2.6.24 by m0sia (m0sia@m0sia.ru)
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*

* v 1.12 2009/03/20

* This software is distributed under GNU GPL v2, 1991

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1084403607_1605595180.69/0/ipt-route-1-tar/ipt_route/kernel/ipt_ROUTE.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Header file for iptables ipt_ROUTE target

*

* (C) 2002 by Cdric de Launois <delaunois@info.ucl.ac.be>

*

* This software is distributed under GNU GPL v2, 1991

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1084403607_1605595180.69/0/ipt-route-1-tar/ipt_route/iptables/include/ipt_ROUTE.h
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